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ATTACHMENT "A" 

COUNT ONE 

[21 u.s.c. § 846] 

Beginning on an unknown date and continuing to on or about 
September 18, 2013, in Los Angeles County, within the Central 
District of California, and elsewhere, defendants JOE ROBERTS, 
RENE FLORES, RANDY GARMON, RICHARD CASTILLO, aka "Bad Boy, " and 
ARTURO CORTEZ, aka "Chive," conspired and agreed with each other 
to kn~wingly and intentionally (1) possess with the intent to 
distribute, and (2) distribute at least five kilograms, that is, 
approximately 20 to 25 kilograms, of a mixture and substance 
containing a detectable amount of cocaine, a Schedule II 
narcotic drug controlled substance, in violation of Title 21, 
United States Code, Sections 841 (a) (1) and 841 (b) (1) (A) (ii). 

COUNT TWO 

[18 u.s.c. § 924(c) (1) (A)] 

On or about September 18, 2013, in Los Angeles County, 
within the Central District of California, defendants JOE 
ROBERTS, RENE FLORES, RANDY GARMON, RICHARD CASTILLO, aka "Bad 
Boy,".and ARTURO CORTEZ, aka "Chive," knowingly used and carried 
firearms during and in relation to, and possessed those firearms 
in furtherance of, a drug trafficking crime, namely, conspiracy 
to possess with intent to distribute and to distribute cocaine, 
as charged in Count One of this Complaint. 
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A F F I D A V I T 

I, Ioannis C. Douroupis, being duly sworn, hereby depose 

and say: 

BACKGROUND 

1. I am a Special Agent ("SA") with the United States 

Department of Justice, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 

Explosives (the "ATF"), and have been so employed since January 

2010. As a SA for the ATF, my duties include the investigation 

of violations of federal firearms, explosives, arson, and 

narcotics laws. I am curr~ntly assigned to the ATF Los Angeles 

Field Division; Prior to working for the ATF, I was a 

Supervisory Officer with ,United States Customs and Border 

Protection ("CBP") for approximately six years, wherein I also 

routinely investigated violations of federal law, including 

narcotics offenses. 

2. As part of my training with both the ATF and CBP, I 

have acquired training and experience in a variety of law 

enforcement disciplines, including investigation techniques and 

procedures. Specifically, in order to become a SA with the ATF, 

I attended the 27-week Criminal Investigator and Special Agent 

Basic Training Academies for the ATF in Glynco, Georgia. This 

training included instruction on state and federal firearms and 

narcotics laws and regulations, to which I often refer during 

the course of my duties. In addition, I have received advanced 
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law enforcement training each year. 

3. During my employment with the ATF, I have participated 

in several criminal investigations, as both a case agent and in 

supportive roles, involving firearms, narcotics, and similar 

home invasion-style robberies of drug stash houses. During 

these investigation.s, I have spoken with and worked alongside 

more senior and experienced Special Agents and Task Force 

Officers ("TFOs"). As part· of these investigations, I have also 

assisted in the arrests of multiple drug traffickers and 

robbers, and interviewed informants and suspects concerning the 

methods and means used by drug traffickers and robbers to 

facilitate their illegal activity. 

4. Based on my training and experience, I am familiar 

with the methods of operation utilized by drug traffickers and 

robbers of drug stash houses, including the coded language used 

to refer to narcotics and firearms, the use of firearms to 

facilitate their criminal activities, and the use of various 

tools to commit armed robberies. 

PURPOSE OF AFFIDAVIT 

5. This affidavit is made in support of a criminal 

complaint against, and arrest warrants for, JdE ROBERTS 

("ROBERTS") , RENE FLORES ("FLORES") , Randy GARMON ("GARMON") , 

Richard CASTILLO aka "Bad Boy" ("CASTILLO"), and Arturo CORTEZ 

aka "Chivo" ("CORTEZ") for violations of Title 21, United States 
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Code, Section 846 (Conspiracy to possess with the intent to 

distribute and to distribute cocaine); and Title 18, United 

States Code, Section 924(c) (1) (A) (Using or carrying a firearm 

during and in relation to, or possessing a firearm in 

furtherance of, a drug trafficking crime). 

6. Unless otherwise indicated, the facts set forth in 

this affidavit are based upon my personal observations, my 

training and experience, and information obtained from ATF 

reports of investigation, audio and video recordings, other 

witnesses and law enforcement officers, and other ATF Special 

Agents. This affidavit is intended to show that there is 

sufficient probable cause for the requested complaint and arrest 

warrants and does not purport to set forth all of my knowledge 

of or investigation into this matter. 

PROBABLE CAUSE 

General Background 

7. As part of our duties as Special Agents for ATF, ATF 

SA John Carr and I, in conjunction with local law enforcement 

officers including officers from the Los Angeles Police 

Department ("LAPD"), investigate individuals suspected of being 

involved in home invasion robberies. In order to identify and 

investigate such individuals, SA Carr uses an undercover persona 

whereby he assumes the role of a cocaine courier who wishes to 

steal the cocaine which he is expected to deliver from the 
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location where the cocaine is being stored in the Los Angeles 

area (i.e., the "stash" house) to Las Vegas, Nevada. SA Carr, 

at times, uses reliable ATF confidential informant(s) ("Cis") to 

make.the 'initial introduction between SA Carr and the individual 

or individuals being investigated. In his undercover capacity, 

SA Carr describes to the targets of the investigation that the 

"stash" house contains approximately 25 to 30 kilograms of 

cocaine guarded by armed individuals and asks. the targets 

whether they are interested in robbing the house of the cocaine. 

Additionally, SA Carr provides the targets with several 

opportunities to withdraw if they do not want to go forward with 

the robbery. If the targets agree to commit the robbery, SA 

Carr informs them that they would need to mee-t again once he 

knows the locatiori of the "stash" house to finalize the plans 

for the robbery and to follow him to the "stash" house. If the 

targets agree, SA Carr may provide undercover vehicles for the 

targets to use during the robbery. 

Initial Meetings Involving ROBERTS and FLORES 

8. On or about June 26, 2013, an ATF CI ("CI-1") met an 

individual who identified himself as "Joe" (later identified as 

ROBERTS) . The meeting was not recorded or monitored. SA Carr 

and I later spoke with CI-1 and learned the following, among 

other things: 

a. CI-1 told ROBERTS he/she had a friend that was 
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looking for a crew to commit a robbery; 

b. ROBERTS expressed interest in the robbery and 

·asked to meet CI-1's friend. 

9. On or about June 28, 2013, CI-1 arranged a meeting 

between another ATF CI ("CI-2"), and ROBERTS. The meeting was 

not recorded or monitored. After the meeting, SA Carr and I 

spoke to CI-1 and CI-2, and learned the following 1 among other 

things: 

a. CI-2 explained to ROBERTS that his/her friend 

"John" (SA Carr's undercover name) is a courier who picks up 

three to five kilograms of cocaine every fifteen to twenty days 

from a house in which there are always 25-30 kilograms of 

cocaine. 

b. CI-2 explained to ROBERTS that "John 1
' has a 

gambling problem and owes a lot of money. 

c. CI-2 told ROBERTS that they could have a meeting 

at "John 1 s" warehouse and "John" can explain all the details; 

10. On or about August 14 1 2013 1 CI-2 called ROBERTS to 

arrange a meeting for the following day. 

11. On or about August 15 1 2013 1 at approximately 9:28 

p.m. 1 SA Carr and CI-2 met with ROBERTS and FLORES in Los 

Angeles 1 at an undercover location ("the UC warehouse 11
) • The 

meeting was audio and video recorded 1 and ATF agents and local 

law enforcement officers (collectively( "Task Force members") 
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conducted surveillance of the meeting. After the meeting took 

place, I spoke with SA Carr and Task Force members, reviewed the 

audio and video recording, and learned the following, among 

other things: 

a. ROBERTS, FLORES, and an unidentified female 

arrived at the uc warehouse in a Cadillac Deville, which was 

driven by ROBERTS and is registered to ROBERTS. When they 

entered the UC warehouse, ROBERTS, FLORES, and the unidentified 

female met with SA Carr and CI-2 in the office of the UC 

warehouse. 

b. SA Carr explained to ROBERTS and FLORES that his 

number one concern was the Police. In response, ROBERTS replied 

"I just got done doing six years, so I know exactly what you're 

talking about." SA Carr stated that once he lays everything out 

to them, if it's something they can't handle, he doesn't want to 

do it. 

c. SA Carr explained that there is a "load" 

(shipment of cocaine) that comes from Mexico to Los Angeles, CA. 

SA Carr explained that he picks up "three to .four" (kilograms of 

cocaine) and delivers them to Las Vegas, Nevada. SA Carr 

explained that the "load" is "pure coca" (pure cocaine) and 

there's always 25 to 30 "bricks" (kilograms of cocaine) in the 

house. (I know from my training and experience that a "load" is 

a slang term for a large quantity of narcotics. I also know from 
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my training and experience that a "brick" is slang for one 

kilogram of cocaine. I also know from my training and 

experience that "pure coca" refers to good quality and or pure 

cocaine.) 

d. SA Carr explained that he was looking for someone 

to do the robbery because he had a financial problem. ROBERTS 

asked how many people were in the house. SA Carr explained there 

were always two people in the house and that they were older 

Mexican males. ROBERTS asked how many firearms the two people 

inside the house had. SA Carr explained that one of the Mexican 

males inside the house always has a firearm in his waistband. 

e. SA Carr explained that the people he makes 

pickups for have a connection with a real estate company and 

they use different houses each time. SA Carr explained that 

there was nothing in the houses except for the "work" (cocaine). 

SA Carr explained that he goes into the front door of the house, 

makes small talk with the two people inside the house, picks up 

his "three to four" (kilograms of cocaine) and leaves. ROBERTS 

asked how much cocaine was in the house. SA Carr explained there 

was always "twenty to twenty five" (kilograms of cocaine) inside 

the house. (I know from my training and experience that "work" 

is a slang term for a narcotics) . 

f. SA Carr explained that he receives a phone call 

two days in advance telling him to be ready to make a pickup. SA 
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explained that he doesn't know the exact location until the day 

of the pickup. SA Carr explained that the pickups are always at 

night. ROBERTS asked "So there are just two dudes in the house?" 

SA Carr replied "always the same two." ROBERTS asked "what do 

you think is the best way to do it? Just go up in there and let 

them have it?" SA Carr replied that he didn't want to tell them 

how to conduct their business and that the people in the house 

were being paid for a reason. 

g. SA Carr asked what they thought a fair split of 

the cocaine would be. ROBERTS explained that he would need to 

use four people. ROBERTS further expla~ned that he wanted "two 

people staying on them, while ·us two fucking load it all up." 

ROBERTS explained that he would provide the members of his crew 

with one or two kilograms of cocaine each. FLORES stated 

"straight down the middle". 

h. SA Carr asked what price they would get per 

kilogram of cocaine. ROBERTS asked "How good is the coke?" SA 

Carr replied "One hundred percent pure." SA Carr explained that 

all the "work" had a certain stamp on it and it would need to be 

broken down and repackaged and that it couldn't be resold in the 

same packaging. ROBERTS replied "No, it's definitely not. I'm 

going to rock it all up". (I know from my training and 

experience that cocaine suppliers will usually stamp or mark 

their cocaine in the same way that a legitimate business uses a 
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trademark before the cocaine is redistributed. I also know from 

my training and experience that to "rock" cocaine is to turn 

cocaine into cocaine base, aka "crack", aka "rock".) 

i. ROBERTS stated "I got a lot of people that I know 

I can call that are all with this shit. But I want to make sure 

that the motherfuckers that I'm taking, I don't have to worry 

about nothing coming back. You know what I mean?" SA Carr agreed 

and stated that it had to be people he trusted one hundred 

percent. SA Carr asked if they could handle this type of "work" 

(referring to the robbery). ROBERTS replied "Yea, I've done this 

before. It's nothing new to me." 

j. SA Carr explained that it would be a big pay day. 

ROBERTS replied "Yea, I need that." SA Carr exp~ained that if 

they go back and talk it over and they don't feel comfortable, 

just let him know and they will go their separate ways. ROBERTS 

replied "You don't have to worry·about that. I'm all business.". 

k. CI-2 asked if they had their "toys" (firearms). 

ROBERTS replied "We're probably going to have to get like two 

more guns though." SA Carr explained that he didn't want someone 

to "blast" (shoot) him by mistake. ROBERTS explained that once 

they enter the house SA Carr should "just go down". ROBERTS 

explained that they were going to "strip" everything from 

everyone in the house. ROBERTS explained they would kick SA Carr 

a couple of times. (I know from my training and experience that 
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"toys" is a slang term for firearms) . 

12. After the meeting in the UC warehouse on August 15, 

2013, ROBERTS exchanged. multiple calls with SA Carr, and 

arranged to meet on September 5, 2013. 

13. On or about September 5, 2013, at approximately 9:50 

p.m., SA Carr and SA Darrin Kozlowski (who was acting in an 

undercover capacity as a criminal associate of SA Carr) met with 

ROBERTS, FLORES, GARMON, and an unidentified male at the UC 

warehouse in Los Angeles. The meeting was audio and video 

recorded, and Task Force members conducted surveillance of the 

meeting. After the meeting took place, I spoke with SA Carr, SA 

Kozlowski, and Task Force members, reviewed the audio and video 

recording, and learned the following, among other things: 

a. ROBERTS, FLORES, GARMON, and the unidentified 

male arrived in a Toyota Camry, which was driven by FLORES. 

When they entered the UC warehouse, ROBERTS, FLORES, GARMON, and 

the unidentified male met with SA Carr and SA Kozlowski in the 

break room of the UC warehouse. 

b. SA Carr explained that he wanted to meet everyone 

on ROBERTS' 'side and wanted ROBERTS to meet everyone on his 

side. SA Carr explained that if everything went right, he wanted 

his "end" (split of the cocaine) to be brought back to SA 

Kozlowski at the UC warehouse. ROBERTS agreed and stated 

"Alright." SA Carr explained that he was in debt and owed 
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someone a lot of money. SA Carr explained that it wasn't worth 

it to him if he didn't get his "end". SA Carr explained that if 

they don't feel good about it then he doesn't want to go through 

with it. 

c. SA Carr explained there is a "load" (shipment of 

l 

cocaine) that comes from Mexico to Los Angeles, CA. SA Carr 

explained the "load" comes about once a month. SA Carr explained 

that he is a "pickup boy" (narcotics courier) that makes a 

pickup and takes it to Las Vegas, NV. SA Carr explained that he 

is always the first courier to make a pick up and that there is 

always twenty to twenty five "bricks" (kilograms of cocaine) 

laid out in the house. 

d. SA Carr explained that all t,he "work" (cocaine) 

came from Mexico and was one hundred percent pure. SA Carr 

explained that all the "work" (cocaine) has a certain stamp on 

it and would need to be broken down and repackaged before being 

resold. 

e. SA Carr asked if the split was going to be down 

the middle (half the stolen cocaine to SA Carr and the other 

half to ROBERTS' crew). SA Carr explained that he would give 

them "two or three" (kilograms of cocaine) to sell for him. 

ROB.ERTS replied "I'll be the one doing that." SA Carr asked what 

price they could get per kilogram of cocaine. ROBERTS stated 

they are like "thirty a piece" (30,000 dollars per kilogram of 
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cocaine) . ROBERTS stated "but I'm going to want some, you know 

what I mean?" ROBERTS further stated he would give SA Carr 

"seventy" (70,000 dollars). SA Carr asked how about "seventy 

five" (75,000 dollars). ROBERTS agreed and stated, "Alright." 

f. SA Carr asked if they knew what they were doing. 

ROBERTS replied "We all grew up together and we're all with the 

business. No worries about that." SA Carr explained that SA 

Kozlowski was able to get them a rental car for the robbery. SA 

Carr explained that the car needed to be.brought back to the UC 

warehouse after the robbery. ROBERTS stated "Yea, that's not a 

problem. The car is going to come back here. Your end is going 

to be in the car." ROBERTS explained that SA Carr's "end" would 

be minus the "three" (referring to the three kilograms of 

cocaine ROBERTS would sell for SA Carr) . 

g. SA Carr explained that he doesn't know the pickup 

location until the day of the pickup. SA Carr explained that 

they all needed to be together on the day of the pickup because 

once he receives the location he only has a certain amount of 

time to make his pickup. ROBERTS stated "We already want to be 

there when you show up." ROBERTS further stated "Once you go 

into the door, that's when we're going to come in." 

h. SA Carr explained that there were always two 

older Mexican males inside the house. SA Carr explained that 

one of the Mexican males always has a firearm in his waistband. 
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~OBERTS asked if the Mexican males stood at the window or were 

paranoid. SA Carr explained that they weren't because they were 

expecting people to make pickups. ROBERTS stated "As long as we 

got the drop on them, that's what I'm saying, we've got the 

upper hand and it will be alright." SA Carr explained that the 

people inside the house "get paid for a reason" (to protect the 

cocaine) . ROBERTS explained that once you get the "drop" on 

someone they are less likely to try and do something. ROBERTS 

further stated "If somebody's got a gun on you, you're not going 

to try to reach for one and if you do that's on you." 

i. SA Carr explained that he didn't want to be in 

between ROBERTS' .crew and the people inside the house. ROBERTS 

stated, "You already know what we talked about. Just lay down." 

ROBERTS stated "we could always play that police, it's the 

police .lay down type shit." The unidentified male explained 

that they needed to play it off like SA Carr had nothing to do 

with it. ROBERTS stated "I talked to him, I'm going to give him 

a couple a kicks, a little hit here." 

j. The unidentified male asked if there were only 

two people inside the house. SA Carr confirmed there were only 

two people. SA Carr explained that he likes to look people in 

the eyes to determine if he trusts them or not. ROBERTS stated 

"we all grew up together, so I mean I put all my trust in them." 

SA Carr explained that if somebody had an issue or did not feel 
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right that now was the time to talk about it. ROBERTS stated 

·"We're -all hungry, we need that." FLORES stated ''things not 

given to you like this all the time, you know?" GARMON smiled 

at FLORES and nodded his head in agreement. 

k. ROBERTS asked if the cocaine was "cartel" 

related. SA Carr explained that it was "independent" and not 

affiliated with a "cartel". SA Kozlowski asked if anyone else 

would be involved. ROBERTS stated "This is it." SA Kozlowski 

asked if they were able to "move everything" (sell the cocaine). 

ROBERTS replied "Yea, that's not a problem." 

1. SA Carr asked if anyone had any questions. 

SUSPECT 4 shook his head and stated "nO". SA Carr explained that 

if they talk about it and they don't feel good, all they have to 

do is call him. ROBERTS stated "We're here because we feel right 

about it, trust me." 

m. The parties eventually ended the meeting, 

agreeing to coordinate prior to SA Carr's scheduled cocaine 

pickup. 

The Final Meeting on September 18, 2013, Involving ROBERTS, 

FLORES, GARMON,. CORTEZ and CASTILLO 

14. After the meeting in the UC warehouse on September 5, 

2013, ROBERTS exchanged multiple calls with SA Carr, and 

arranged to meet on September 18, 2011. 

15. On or about September 18, 2013, starting at 
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approximately 7:41p.m., SA Carr and SA Kozlowski met with 

ROBERTS, FLORES, GARMON, CORTEZ and CASTILLO at the UC warehouse 

in Los Angeles. The meeting was audio and video recorded, and 

Task Force members conducted surveillance of the meeting. After 

the meeting took place, I spoke with SA Carr, SA Kozlowski, and 

Task Force members, reviewed the audio and video recording, and 

learned the following, among other things: 

16. At approximately 7:41p.m., ROBERTS and FLORES arrived 

in a Toyota Camry, which was driven by FLORES. FLORES drove 

into the UC warehouse through the warehouse roll up door and 

parked inside the warehouse. Thereafter, the following 

occurred: 

a. At approximately 7:45p.m., GARMON, CORTEZ and an 

individual later identified as Mary MONTEROS ("MONTEROS") 

arrived in a Nissan Frontier, which was driven by MONTEROS. 

MONTEROS drove into the UC warehouse through the warehouse roll

up door and parked. GARMON and CORTEZ exited the vehicle and 

MONTEROS remained in the driver's seat. MONTEROS then drove out 

of the UC warehouse through the warehouse roll-up door and 

parked outside in the warehouse parking lot. 

b. CORTEZ opened the front passenger door of a black 

Ford Escape that was parked in the warehouse. CORTEZ placed a 

mobile phone in the center console, placed a blue bandana on the 

front passenger seat and then placed a firearm into the front 
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waistband of his pants. 

c. FLORES reached into the black Ford Escape and 

placed a black ski mask on the back seat. 

d. ROBERTS advised that their duffel bag was in the 

Nissan Frontier. GARMON advised that the vehicle was parked 

outside. ROBERTS exited the warehouse roll-up door and 

attempted to locate the Nissan Frontier. ROBERTS reentered the 

warehouse roll-up. door and advised that he wourd just use a box. 

e. At approximately 7:51p.m., SA Carr, SA 

Kozlowski, ROBERTS, FLORES, CORTEZ, GARMON, and CASTILLO entered 

the break room of the UC warehouse. 

f. SA Carr explained that his two concerns were the 

Police and him not getting his "end" (split of the cocaine). SA 

Carr further explained that there was twenty to twenty five 

kilograms of cocaine in the house. SA Carr explained that it 

was "pure coca" and that it came from Mexico. 

g. SA Carr asked if the split was going to be "down 

the middle" (half the stolen cocaine to SA Carr and half the 

cocaine to ROBERTS' crew) . ROBERTS agreed and nodded his head. 

SA Carr stated that he was going to give three kilograms of 

cocaine from his "end" to ROBERTS to sell for him. ROBERTS 

stated "yea" and nodded his head. SA Carr asked ROBERTS if he 

would receive "70" (70,000 dollars) for the three kilograms of 

cocaine. ROBERTS stated "75" (75,000 dollars). 
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h. SA Carr explained the cocaine had a certain stamp 

on it and that it would need to be broken down and repackaged 

and before being resold. 

i. CORTEZ asked "where they from? Sinaloa, 

Michoacan?" (referring to the people operating the cocaine stash 

house) . SA Carr explained that they were from Sinaloa, and were 

independent, not "cartel" related. 

j. SA Carr explained that if they di.d not feel good 

about "it" (robbery) or had any questions to let him know. 

CORTEZ stated that he wanted to know about the "area" and "what 

the house looks like." SA Carr explained that the people who 

operate the cocaine stash house had a connection with a real 

estate agent who let them use houses that were being sold. SA 

Carr explained that there was nothing in the houses except for 

the "work" (cocaine) laid out. CORTEZ asked "No.money?" SA 

Carr replied "no, all I see is the work." 

k. SA Carr explained that once everyone made their 

pickups, they would shut the house down. SA Carr explained that 

he would not know the exact location of the house until he 

received a phone call and is then told the location. SA Carr 

explained that when he got the phone call and received the 

location, he would go to the house to make the pickup. SA Carr 

explained that the door to the h~use was unlocked because they 

would be expecting him to arrive. SA Carr explained that it was 
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always the same to people in the house. SA Carr explained that 

one of the people in the house always had a firearm in his 

waistband. 

1. CORTEZ asked if the front door opened to a living 

room or a hallway. SA Carr explained that it opened to a living 

room. CORTEZ then asked if the house was "one story". SA Carr 

replied "yea, one story". SA Carr further explained that he 

would count out his "three or four" (kilogra:ms of cocaine) , make 

small talk with the people inside the house and then leave. 

m. SA Carr asked how they wanted to do it. CORTEZ 

stated, "The main thing is the heat don't come back on you." 

CORTEZ asked, "How we getting through that front door?" ROBERTS 

replied "He says the door is usually unlocked. s·o I'm thinking 

the best, the best way to do it, is like once they give us the 

.address we just go and open the door and go up in there." 

GARMON asked if the people inside the house were at the windows. 

SA Carr replied in the negative. SA Carr explained that the 

people inside the house "get paid for a reason." CORTEX stated 

"That's what I told this fool the other day. 11 CORTEZ further 

stated 1 "These foolsr these fools are ready to die for all that 1 

all that weight II SA Carr stated "yea". CORTEZ stated 

"When you go in the house 1 I mean you don 1 t know what 1 s going to 

happen fool. We come prepared for the worst fool. rr CORTEZ 

further stated "Like I told the homies, it 1 S eas~ to get in the 
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house, the thing,s getting out fool. You know? Without making 

noise fool.,, CORTEZ further stated, "That 1 S why it 1 s like 

short, short ass notice for me, cause I really like to go over 

the fucking whole, scenario the pad. You know? You never know 

if they have somebody watching the pad or something.~~ 

n. SA Carr explained that he had ~ade eleven pickups 

and he had never seen anyone watching the house. CORTEZ asked 

"Where do we go? 11 ROBERTS replied, "Once we get the shit, we, re 

coming back here." CORTEZ asked where the house was. SA Carr 

explained that once he received the phone call, he would let him 

know. SA Carr explained that he was always the first person to 

make a pickup and that was why he knew all the cocaine was going 

to be there. 

o. SA Carr asked if they wanted him to go into the 

house first or to wait back. ROBERTS explained that they would 

go first but that SA Carr should still show up to the house. 

ROBERTS explained that SA Carr could show up and "untie the 

motherfuckerS. 11 CORTEZ asked "You got zip ties?" ROBERTS 

replied, "We got some.,, FLORES replied "We got some in the 

car.,, 

p. SA Kozlowski explained that when they got back to 

the UC warehouse, he would open the warehouse roll-up door. 

ROBERTS agreed and stated "I 1 ll shoot you the bag and we,ll 

split • II 
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q. SA Carr explained that the people in the house 

got paid for a reason and did not want them (ROBERTS' crew) to 

be mad at him if there was "gun play" (a shooting) in the house. 

CORTEZ replied "That's the risk you take, you know what I'm 

saying, to bring your ass up in there." 

r. SA Carr asked GARMON if he was "cool". GARMON 

replied, "All I'm saying is as long as everybody up in there is 

on the same page, then there shouldn't be no problem." CASTILLO 

explained that he felt comfortable about it. SA Carr asked 

CASTILLO if he was "cool". CASTILLO replied "Yea, I'm good, I'm 

good." 

s. FLORES explained that he did not like that SA 

Carr was getting half the cocaine since they were risking their 

lives. SA Carr replied that he did not have a problem 

readjusting the split of the cocaine. CORTEZ explained that 

there was only supposed to be four members of the crew. ROBERTS 

explained that he would take care of CASTILLO out of his portion 

of the cocaine. FLORES asked how they felt about "four a piece" 

(four kilograms of cocaine each). ·SA Carr explained he was ok 

with it. 

t. GARMON asked if anyone else would be making a 

pickup at the same time as SA Carr. SA Carr explained that 

there was a gap in between pickups so that did no~ happen. 

CORTEZ asked if the two people in the house were older. SA Carr 
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explained that they were in their late fifties. CORTEZ asked if 

there was any chance that anyone else would be there. SA Carr 

explained it was j u·s t the two people . 

u. SA Carr explained that· if there were any problems 

or if they (ROBERTS' crew) did not feel good about it, then he 

did not want to go forward with it. CORTEZ replied "We're here 

because we, we ready, you know what I'm saying." CORTEZ further 

stated, "For me, on my behalf, you know what I'm saying, I'm 

ready to go." SA Carr asked if they knew what they were doing. 

ROBERTS explained that SA Carr did not have to worry about that. 

v. SA Kozlowski and SA Carr subsequently exited the 

break room. Shortly thereafter, ROBERTS, FLORES, CORTEZ, 

GARMON, and CASTILLO were taken into custody by Task Force 

members. 

The Seizure of Firearms and Robbery Tools 

17. Subsequent to the arrests, the following items, among 

other things, were seized from the robbery crew: 

a. Ruger, Model P95DC, 9mm semi automatic pistol, 

Serial Number 311-76548, loaded with approximately 5 rounds of 

hollow point 9mm ammunition and which was found in the front 

waistband of CORTEZ in holster. 

b. Beretta, Model 950B, 6.35 caliber semi automatic 

pistol, Serial Number B71187, loaded with 8 rounds of 25 auto 

caliber ammunition, which was found in the front left pants 
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pocket of CASTILLO. 

c. Expended, Combined Tactical Systems, Model 7290, 

Flash Bang, which was found in the front right pocket of 

CASTILLO. 

d. Ski mask, which was found on GARMON's person. 

e. Ski mask made from a black hat, which was found 

in a Black Ford Escape where FLORES had placed it. 

f. Ski mask made from a black hat, which was found 

on CASTILLO's person. 

g. Black gloves which were being worn by GARMON. 

h. White gloves found on CORTEZ's person. 

i. White and black gloves found on CASTILLO 

j. Gray gloves which were being worn by FLORES. 

k. White and black gloves found in Toyota Camry. 

1. Large gray duffel bag found in the Nissan 

Frontier. 

Post-Arrest Statements 

18. On or about September 18, 2013, SA Van Bennekum and SA 

Douroupis participated in the post-arrest interview of GARMON. 

SA Van Bennekum advised GARMON of his Miranda rights, which 

GARMON waived. During the recorded interview, the following 

occurred: 

a. GARMON stated that he had been to the UC 
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Warehouse on a previous occasion. 

b. GARMON stated that he "grew up with11 the other 

members of the crew. 

c. GARMON stated that the duffel bag in the Nissan 

Frontier was for the "kilos 11
• 

19. On or about September 18, 2013, SA Carr and SA 

Kozlowski conducted a post arrest interview of ROBERTS. SA 

KOZLOWSKI advised ROBERTS of his Miranda Rights, which ROBERTS 

waived. During the recorded interview, the following occurred: 

a. ROBERTS stated, "I was just going to drive the 

car11
• 

b. ROBERTS stated that he was not going to come back 

to the warehouse after the robbery. 

c. ROBERTS stated that "Chivo11 (CORTEZ) was going to 

take the "shit 11 (cocaine) after the robbery. 

d. FLORES introduced "Chivo11 (CORTEZ) to ROBERTS. 

e. ROBERTS stated that "ChiV011 (CORTEZ) had done 

similar robberies in the past, including a recent robbery of a 

marijuana stash house in Paramount, California. 

f. ROBERTS stated that he knew CASTILLO by the 

moniker "Bad Boy11
• 

g. ROBERTS stated that he saw CASTILLO on one 

occasion use a taser on a person and beat the person with a golf 

club. 
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h. ROBERTS stated that he met with CORTEZ and FLORES 

earlier in the day. 

i. During the conversation with CORTEZ and FLORES, 

they decided to ask CASTILLO to help them in the robbery. 

j '· ROBERTS statE?d that he knows CORTEZ to always 

carry a gun. 

k. ROBERTS stated that CASTILLO and CORTEZ were 

going to go into the house first because they had the guns. 

l. GARMON and FLORES' were responsible for tying up 

the two guards at the stash house. 

m. CASTILLO and FLORES were going to take the 

kilograms of cocaine and then pay ROBERTS. 

n. ROBERTS stated that the plan was to take all the 

cocaine and not give SA Carr his share. 

o. ROBERTS stated that the plan was to pull their 

vehicle out of the warehouse before they left so that when they 

returned after the .robbery, they would not have to go back into 

the warehouse and it would be easier to take all the cocaine and 

not give SA Carr his share. 

p. ROBERTS stated that prior to arriving at the 

warehouse, CORTEZ, CASTILLO, FLORES and GARMON discussed how the 

robbery was' going to take place. 

q. ROBERTS 'stated that he found out CASTILLO had a 

gun right before they left to drive to the warehouse. 
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19. On or about September 18, 2013, SA Van Bennekum and SA 

Douroupis participated in the post-arrest interview of CORTEZ. 

SA DOUROUPIS advised CORTEZ of his Miranda rights, which CORTEZ 

waived. During the recorded interview, the following occurred: 

a. CORTEZ stated that ROBERTS invited him to go to 

the "warehouse", to talk to someone. 

b. CORTEZ stated that he had brought a gun to the 

warehouse because he did not trust ROBERTS. 

c. CORTEZ stated that he had the gun for a long 

time; 

d. CORTEZ stated that ROBERTS had called him earlier 

in the day. 

e. CORTEZ stated that ROBERTS asked him to follow 

him to the warehouse. 

f. CORTEZ stated that he met ROBERTS in Paramount, 

California, at the intersection of Garfield and Rosecrans. 

g. CORTEZ stated that he had gotten a call from 

ROBERTS about assisting in a robbery. CORTEZ stated that he had 

met ROBERTS and GARMON earlier in the day to discuss the details 

of the robbery. 

CONCLUSION 

20. Based on the information set forth above and my 

training and experience, I believe that there is probable cause 

for a criminal complaint against, and the issuance of arrest 
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warrants for, ROBERTS, FLORES, CORTEZ, GARMON, and CASTILLO for 

violations of Title 21, United States Code, Section 846 

(conspiracy to possess with the intent to distribute and to 

distribute cocaine), and Title 18, United States Code, Section 

924(c) (1) (A) (Using or carrying a firearm during and in relation 

to, or possessing a firearm in furtherance of, a drug 

trafficking crime) . 

Subscribed and sworn to before me 
This 19th day of September, 2013. 

ANDREW J. WISTRICH 

HONORABLE ANDREW J. WISTRICH 
United States Magistrate Judge 
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IOANNIS C. DOUROUPIS 
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